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Using Blogs with L2 Listening Classes
in Order to Provide Language Learning Opportunities
Peter D. LONGCOPE＊
Abstract
Over the previous decade or so, the potential of blogs to help
second/foreign language learners improve their writing and
reading abilities has been recognized. This study explores
the possibility of using a blog to increase language learning
opportunities provided to students in an L2 listening class.
Students in the class were expected to submit 6 blog entries
to a class blog during one semester with each entry having a
video found somewhere on the internet embedded in it. The
study found that only 5 of 45 students did not submit any
blog entries and that 17 of 45 students submitted 6 entries,
with the median number of entries per student being 5. It
was also found that the videos that students submitted came
from a wide range of genres. Finally, it was found that there
was a large amount of interaction that took place between
students as they discussed the videos that were posted.
Introduction
Recently, Allwright（2005）and Crabbe（2003）have discussed
understanding what happens in L2 lessons by looking at what lan-
guage learning opportunities are available in them. Crabbe states
that “the term learning opportunity is used to refer to access to fa-
vourable learning conditions, whether access to learning in general
（as in educational opportunity）or, in the sense adopted here, access
to specific conditions, such as those required for language learning”
（p.18; italics in original）. Allwright adds, that language learning op-
portunities can be created by either the teacher or other learners
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and that the notion does not presuppose that the opportunity leads
directly to learning. This idea then can act to refocus teachers’ at-
tention to trying to create situations where language learning oppor-
tunities can arise.
In an effort to increase the number of language learning oppor-
tunities available to students, Longcope（2009）proposed using wikis
as the computer component of hybrid language classes. Hybrid
courses are courses which have a traditional face-to-face classroom
component combined with an out-of-class computer component
（Scida & Saury, 2006）. Longcope argues that wikis would allow
students to interact and collaborate with each other and with the
teacher beyond the temporal and spatial boundaries of the
classroom, and thereby allow for students to be presented with
more language learning opportunities than would be possible in a
traditional face-to-face classroom alone. This paper explores the idea
of using blogs, rather than wikis, as the computer component of a
hybrid class.
Blogs
In recent years, discussion about use of blogs in education
（Bartlett-Bragg, 2003; Kadjer & Bull, 2003, 2004; Oravec, 2002;
Rovai, 2001; Tan, Ow, & Ho, 2005）and more specifically in L2 in-
struction（Ducate & Lomicka, 2005, 2008; Godwin-Jones, 2003;
Jones & Nuhfer-Halten, 2006; Miceli, Murray, & Kennedy, 2010;
Murray & Hourigan, 2008; Pinkman, 2005; Rezaee & Oladi, 2008;
Ward, 2004; Warschauer, 2010）has become much more prevalent.
This discussion has taken place from both a theoretical perspective,
in terms of how and why blogs may have a positive impact on learn-
ing, as well as from an empirical perspective, what has actually
taken place in classrooms where blogs have been utilized in one
way or another. What follows is a look at some of the points that
have been discussed.
One of the most commonly cited advantages of using blogs
with L2 classes is that for students who may be reluctant to actively
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participate in a traditional classroom, they provide easier access to
discussions and encourage/allow students to contribute. As pointed
out by Kadjer & Bull（2003）, due to the spatial and temporal limita-
tions of the classroom, even students who would like to participate
in class discussions may not be afforded such opportunities; how-
ever, since online communities are not subject to the same con-
straints, all students have an opportunity to contribute. Moreover,
both Roed（2003）and Ward（2004）found that students who claimed
to be uncomfortable speaking in class, felt more comfortable partici-
pating in online discussions. Miceli et al.（2010）state, “The blog
seemed to be particularly successful in providing a forum for those
who found it difficult to speak much during in-class discussion”
（p.332）. Finally, given that in foreign language settings opportuni-
ties to use the target language outside of class can be somewhat
minimal, participation in blog discussions may be one way to help
overcome that deficiency（Pinkman, 2005）.
A second important advantage that has been discussed with re-
gards to using blogs with language classrooms is that they promote
collaboration between students, and that such collaboration can lead
to a social construction of knowledge. Ducate & Lomicka（2005）and
Tan et al.（2005）argue that the comment feature of blogs allows for
students to read and comment on other students’ postings, thus
allowing them to work together in formulating ideas about both
content and language. In discussing the blogs used in the L2
classrooms in their study, Jones and Nuhfer-Halten（2006）conclude
the blogs “most important characteristic became their facilitation
of peer review and collaboration”（p.34）, and they provide examples
of students’ positive comments regarding both peer feedback on
their writing and the opportunities they had to learn from other
students’ work.
Other advantages that have been cited refer to the quality and
quantity of interaction that blogs encourage. For example, Stanley
（2005）claims that one of the best characteristics of blogs is that
they encourage students to participate in authentic L2 communica-
tion with other students. Similarly, Ward（2004）notes that, when
writing their blog entries, students are writing for a genuine audi-
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ence, one that is now made up of their peers and classmates rather
than just the teacher. In fact, students in Pinkman’s class（2005）
stated that they liked receiving comments from their classmates and
enjoyed the opportunity to interact with them. Moreover, Jones &
Nuhfer-Halten（2006）, Miceli et al.（2010）, and Warschauer（2010）
all point out that using blogs with L2 classes, especially writing
classes, can encourage students to produce more than they would
in a traditional class.
The above discussion has highlighted what a number of
authors and researchers have seen as the advantages of using blogs
with L2 classes. These advantages include that blogs encourage and
create more opportunities for student participation in class discus-
sions, that they foster collaboration between students, and that they
encourage students to interact in authentic ways with other students
in the class. As such, using blogs as the computer component of a
hybrid course seems to be an ideal way to increase the language
learning opportunities available to students. Many of the empirical
studies looked at above have focused on using blogs to aid improve-
ment in L2 writing and/or L2 reading（Ducate & Lomicka, 2005,
2008; Jones & Nuhfer-Halten, 2006; Miceli et al., 2010; Pinkman,
2005; Warschauer, 2010; Ward, 2004）; however, Godwin-Jones
（2003）, Kadjer & Bull（2003）, and Tan et al.（2005）all note that fur-
ther advantage of blogs is that bloggers can use hypertext in order
to link the reader to other texts on the internet, texts that may be
written texts, audio clips, or even video clips. As such, another pos-
sible use of a class blog might be with a listening class in an effort
to have students blog about, and embed in their blog posts, video
clips that they find on the internet. This study investigates just such
a use, asking the following questions:
１）What level of participation is there among students on a
blog in a listening class?
２）What types of videos do students embed in their blog
posts?
３）How much interaction do students have with each other on
the blog and what form does this interaction take?
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Methodology
Setting
The data for this study were collected at a private university in
eastern Japan. The class in which this study took place was a listen-
ing class, a required part of the curriculum for all first year students
within the English department of the school of literature. The class
met once a week for 90 minutes for a period of thirteen weeks. In
addition to this listening class, all students were also concurrently
taking four other required English classes.
Participants
Of the 45 students in the class, 44 had Japanese as a first lan-
guage, while 1 student had Chinese as a first language and spoke
Japanese as a second language. All students had been studying Eng-
lish as foreign language for at least 6 years. All students in the class
were Japanese students in their first year of university. In April, at
the beginning of the school year, all first year students took the
TOEIC exam and were tracked into four classes based on their
scores. The class from which the data for this study were collected
was composed of the students scoring within the top 25% of all first
year students, 45 students in all. The TOEIC score of these 45 stu-
dents ranged from a high of 755 to a low of 480, with the average
score being 535.9 and the median score being 522.5.
Assignment
The blog for this class was established as the computer compo-
nent of a hybrid class. The belief was that students could use the
blog as a platform for providing other students with listening mate-
rial by embedding in their posts videos which they found elsewhere
on the internet. Students would then be able to visit the blog and
watch the videos that their classmates had posted. In this way, stu-
dents of the class would be provided with more listening opportuni-
ties than would be possible during class time, and, moreover, they
would be provided with more listening opportunities outside of class
than they would normally be presented with. While other studies
that have been discussed above have had each student maintain his
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/her own individual blog, in this course the blog was established as
a class blog with each student registered as a contributor. It was
felt that this would reduce the workload for students, as they would
only need to visit one site in order to both post their own blog en-
tries and view others’.
The assignment was for students to post six blog entries on the
class blog during the semester, two a month. The days that stu-
dents were expected to post entries on the blog were assigned at
the beginning of the semester. Students were required to embed at
least one video with each post; furthermore, each video was re-
quired to be in English and only in English. The type of videos that
students embedded in their postings was not prescribed; however,
students were asked not to post only music videos. Moreover, stu-
dents were asked to include within their blog entry a brief explana-
tion about the video that they were embedding; in the case where
students embedded a music video, students were asked to make
reference to the lyrics of the song, and where possible, to include a
link to the lyrics. Finally, students were encouraged, but not re-
quired, to comment on other students’ blog entries. The completion
of this assignment counted as 25% of students’ grades.
Results
Given that there were 45 students in the class and each student
was expected to post six bog entries during the semester, there was
the potential to have a total of 270 blog entries all together. In fact,
there were a total of 188 posts, 69.6% of the potential total. While 5
of the 45 students posted no blog entries at all（11.1%）, 17 of the
students posted at least 6 blog entries（37.8%）. Moreover, the aver-
age number of blog entries per student during the semester was 4.2,
and the median number of blog entries was 5. Finally, as a few
posts included more than one video, there was a total of 197 videos
embedded in the 188 posts.１）
The average length of the blog posts was 70.5 words and the
median length was 65.5 words. As for comments, there were a total
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of 139 comments on all 188 blog entries. Furthermore, 88 of the
blog posts（46.8%）included at least one comment, and 36（19.1%）
of the posts included two or more comments. Finally, of the 40 stu-
dents who posted at least one blog entry, 27（67.5%）wrote at least
one comment.
With regards to the kinds of videos posted, music videos were
the most common kind of videos embedded in the blog posts, ac-
counting for 60 of the 197 videos（30.5%）. Of those 60 music videos,
20（or 33.3%）included lyrics either in the video itself or, less fre-
quently, had at least some of the lyrics written in the post. There
were also 36 movie trailers embedded in the blog entries（18.3%）and
28 movie clips（14.2%）. Talks and speeches made up 8.1% of all vid-
eos（16）and interviews made up 7.1%（14）. Some other type of video
was embedded in as many as 5% of blog entries. Finally, there were
3 videos that did not include any spoken language at all; these vid-
eos were the musical introduction to an American cartoon, a com-
mercial, and a short cartoon.
Discussion
Question 1 was related to the level of participation from stu-
dents. As can be seen from the data presented above, the level of
participation was fairly high, both in terms of the percentage of stu-
dents who actually contributed posts to the blog and in terms of the
number of entries that most students contributed. This level of par-
ticipation is perhaps not entirely surprising as the blog assignment
was considered homework for the students and, as such, was part
of their grade for the semester. Nevertheless, this amount of partici-
pation is still encouraging, especially given the large increase in lis-
tening opportunities that students are provided with compared to
what is possible during class time.
In addition to the level of participation, it is equally encourag-
ing to see the amount that each of the students wrote. While the
main purpose of the blog was to have students provide each other
with supplementary listening opportunities, in presenting their vid-
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eos in their blog entries, students produced a fair amount of lan-
guage. In this case, while the assignment required students to write
something about the videos they were embedding, there was no
requirement for the amount that they said about it. This positive
impact on the amount of production seems to be similar to what has
been described in other studies（Jones & Nuhfer-Halten, 2006;
Miceli et al., 2010; Warschauer, 2010）. Exactly what students wrote
in their blog entries will be discussed below.
Question 2 was related to the types of videos that students
embedded in their blog posts. Again, as can be seen from the data
presented above, students included a variety of different kinds of
videos, including music videos, movie trailers, movie clips,
interviews, talks and speeches, and segments from news programs.
Students also included some videos that were directly related to
language learning. This variety is something that would be unlikely
to be attained during a class and provides opportunities for students
to be exposed to language use to which they may not otherwise
be exposed.
Question 3 was related to the amount of interaction that stu-
dents had with each other on the blog. The data presented above
show that there was a good amount of interaction between students.
Furthermore, a large percentage of the students in the class were
involved in the interaction that was taking place on the blog.
With respect to the form of the interactions, the most striking
characteristic about the interaction is its authenticity. This authen-
ticity in interaction began with the authenticity of what the students
wrote in their blog posts. While the majority of the accompanying
posts dealt with the video, students usually began with some gen-
eral comment to the other students regarding what was going on in
their lives at that moment. For example, at the beginning of the se-
mester, students’ posts touched on summer vacation or the start of
the semester. One student wrote in her first blog entry after sum-
mer vacation, “Long summer vacation is over and our school started.
What did you do during summer vacation? I worked part-time al-
most every day. Of course, I studied English every day. I heard
English every day because I was not good at listening.”（Student
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blog entry, September 27）. Similarly, after the school festival in No-
vember, a few students, like this one, began their blog entries with
reference to that, “This weekend, I had a school festival（Otori Festi-
val）. I sold yakitori. Preparing for yakitori was hard work and I and
my friends were very tired. But we had a very good time.”（Student
blog entry, November 8）. The inclusion of such information and the
way that it is couched shows that these students were writing for a
genuine audience, i.e., their classmates, a finding similar to what
Ward（2005）describes. This idea of a genuine audience is reinforced
by what they wrote about the videos.
The other important feature of the blog entries was the way in
which students introduced the embedded videos. In their presenta-
tion, students always talked about why they liked or were interested
in the contents of the video. For example, in introducing a video in
which a native English speaking learner of Japanese discusses the
difference between the English and Japanese meanings of the
phrase high tension , a student writes:
I am interested in Japanese-English word. We use it in casual
conversation every day, so it is difficult to determine the dif-
ference between English word and Japanese-English word.
You may have misunderstanding with someone of native
speaker. Actually I have has that experience. The more I
know, the more I ashamed of my lack of knowledge: −（But I
see it is the pleasure of studying language.
This video clip is easy to understand because the man use
simple expression. I hope you enjoy it!（Student blog entry,
November 9）
Or as another student writes in introducing the trailer to the movie
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows:
This is my favorite movie which called Harry Potter. When
the first movie was on a theater, I was１１years old. I can’t be-
lieve that this story is the final.
Before I knew this book, I hadn’t read any books and I didn’t
like reading, but the book changed. I couldn’t stop reading
and I really liked it. When I was an elementary student, my
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dream were to read Harry Potter in English and to go to
England. So I began to learn English. I’ve never been to Eng-
land yet, so I wish the second dream will come true in the
future.
Harry Potter made a path toward me. If I hadn’t read this
book, I wouldn’t have studyed English and I couldn’t meet
everyone.
Please enjoy it:）（Student blog entry, October 30）.
Even students who did not write as much in their blog entries pro-
vided similar descriptions of their interest in their embedded videos.
For example, in introducing a video of a montage of goals from one
soccer player, a student wrote,
Today I will show you one movie. This is Kaka’s best goals’
movie. As you know he is soccer player. I like his ball
handling and how to play soccer. I also rispect him. In
this movie I like fifth goal the best. I think this goal left
foot pulled out swinging is dynamic.（Student blog entry,
January 4）.
These examples show that in composing their blog entries students
were writing not to the teacher but to the other students in the
class, and that they were engaged in authentic L2 communication,
which has been discussed in previous research into the use of blogs
with language classes（Stanley, 2005; Pinkman, 2005）.
The students’ genuine description about why they were sharing
a particular video with the class was echoed in the comments that
their classmates left. For example, in October, a student embedded
a video of an English version of a popular Japanese children’s song
and wrote,
Hi, I am K―. I introduce the song called Swim taiyaki-kun.
Do you remember Swim taiyaki-kun? When I was a child, I
offen heard this song. I love Taiyaki２）very much. Last week,
I found the shop bought Taiyaki in Inadadutumi. So, Iremem-
bered the song. Please listen to this song（Student blog entry,
October 29）.
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Another student in the class then left the following comment, “Hi
K―! This is R―. I also know Swim taiyaki-kun too,but I didn’t
know that it have a english version!”（Comment posted November
1）. This is very typical of the kind of comment that was left on stu-
dents’ blog entries, a comment that responded both to the video it-
self as well as to what the original poster had written in the original
entry.
A more extreme example can be seen from a blog entry origi-
nally posted in late December. In this entry, one student embedded
3 videos in her blog post, each of the videos was a different version
of the song Jingle Bells; the first one was of a group of children
singing the song; the second video included the lyrics; and the third
was done as a sing-a-long, with the voice of someone singing a
phrase of the song and then pausing to allow the viewer to sing it.
The student concluded her blog entry by stating, “I love Christmas
song very much!! So I would like to sing with everyone”（Student
blog entry, December 21）. This led to the following exchange with
other students in the class:
M― : “Hi R―! We sang this song today. I want to be able
to sing it perfectly!I’ll practice singing it many
times:）”（Comment posted December 21）
I― : “Hi R―. I remember being scolded by [English
Teacher] when we sang this song before Special
English class because our singing voices are too
hard to listen!”（Comment posted Deccember 23）
R― : “M― and I― Let’s practice together tomorrow and
announce to [English Teacher]!!!”（Comment posted
December 27）
A― : “Hi:）I sang It many times! However, now for the
first time I knew this song’s lyrics. Thank you for
letting me know.”（Comment posted January 4）
Again, we see comments that focus not just on the video that was
embedded, but also on the blog entry from the original poster; this
is especially true of the comments left by both M― and A―. In this
case, however, the conversation moves along as I― refers to an ex-
perience that the students had when singing the song before one of
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their classes, a reference that is then picked up and expanded on by
R―, the original poster. What is equally interesting here, is that,
seeing as this is a conversation about a shared experience, it is one
that these students would have been able to have at some other
time in some other context ; however, if they had that conversation
at another time in another context, it almost definitely would have
been in Japanese, their native language, as that is the language in
which they interacted outside of English class（and even, on occa-
sion, inside of English class）. In this case it was the class blog that
allowed them to have this conversation in English, and thus, as
pointed out by Pinkman（2005）, provides an opportunity for foreign
language students to use the target language outside of the class
when they might not otherwise be likely to.
Another example of students being provided with opportunities
that they might not otherwise have has to do with apologies. Often
times, students would post their blog entries a few days after the
day they were scheduled to post it. When this happened, students
had a tendency to begin their blog entries with an apology, for ex-
ample, “I’m sorry for not doing this blog.I forgot when I have to
post a clip”（Student blog entry, November 15）, or “I’m so sorry. My
turn was November 29. My computer was bloken!”（Student blog en-
try, December 6）. In this case, while the assignment was not in-
tended or expected to have students performing these types of
speech acts, the students themselves felt necessary to include them
in their blog entries due to the circumstances.
With respect to blogs leading to social construction of knowl-
edge and student collaboration, as discussed by Ducate & Lomicka
（2005）, Jones & Nuhfer-Halten（2006）, and Tan et al.（2005）, there
was very little evidence of this. The few examples that might be
construed as collaboration were mainly instances of students em-
bedding videos that were directly related to language learning, for
instance, the example cited above of the student embedding a video
about the phrase high tension . These cases may be considered col-
laboration in that the posters are providing videos not simply be-
cause they（the original posters）enjoyed them（which was the case
with most of the embedded videos）but also because they felt the
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videos would be beneficial for their classmates’ language learning.
This limited amount of collaboration, however, may have been due
to the fact that the assignment itself did not require students to col-
laborate with each other.
Conclusion
Before drawing any conclusions from this study, the limitations
of the study should be discussed. First, all the students in the study
were all high intermediate learners of English. It is not known how
their language abilities affected their willingness and ability to par-
ticipate and contribute. Also, given that the students were all stu-
dents of the English department, it may be that they were more
predisposed to contribute to the blog than students of other depart-
ments. Moreover, all the students in this study had their own per-
sonal computers which they used to contribute to the blog; had
they not had their own computers, their level of participation may
not have been the same.
The purpose of this study was to investigate whether and to
what degree a blog would be successful when used with a listening
class. The students in the class in this study did in fact use the blog
as it was designed, i.e., to embed videos in their blog entries so that
other students would be able to watch them. The videos that stu-
dents embedded represented a wide variety of genres without any
one genre being overwhelmingly represented. Furthermore, it was
evident from the entries and comments that accompanied the vid-
eos that students were involved in authentic L2 communication with
one another.
In conclusion, the discussion above highlights the fact that
blogs can be used as a tool to provide students with more language
learning opportunities than they would normally be provided with in
a traditional language classroom. Moreover, while much of the pre-
vious discussion about blogs in language classrooms has focused on
their use to help students improve writing and/or reading, due to
the nature of the medium, they can be equally beneficial for other
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areas of second language instruction. In the class observed in this
study, students contributed to the blog on a regular basis, and in
doing so engaged in authentic L2 interaction with their classmates
in ways that could not have been anticipated.
Notes:
１）Often when embedding more than one video in an entry, students ex-
plained that they were doing so because they had forgotten to post an
entry their previous turn.
２）Taiyaki is a type of Japanese snack.
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